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USC lineman Hutch Eckerson and quarterback Stephen Garcia celebrate after Marcus Lattimore’s fourth-quarter touchdown against Alabama.

South Carolina grabs program’s
first win over top-ranked team
Chris Cox

SPORTS EDITOR

Steve Spurrier had told his team all week how
the Gamecocks were going to beat the nation’s
No. 1 program.
Fate.
It didn’t matter that A labama was the
defending national champion. Or the owner of
a 19-game winning streak.
All that mattered was fate. And that fate was
on the Gamecocks’ side Saturday.
South Carolina built an early 18-point lead
over the nation’s top-ranked team behind the
arm of Stephen Garcia before hanging on for a
35-21 victory, sending shockwaves throughout
both the Southeastern Conference and college
football landscape.

“I think that this game was meant to be,”
Spurrier said. “I used a line this week that I’ve
never used in my life … I said, ‘Fellas, if fate
means for us to win this game Saturday, then
let’s give it a chance. Let’s give fate a chance to
happen.’”
A nd wh ile fate may have pushed t he
Gamecocks to their first win over a No. 1 team
in program history, the embattled Garcia may
have been the deciding factor.
The redshirt junior completed 17-of-20
passes for 201 yards and three touchdowns
– tying a career high he set two weeks ago at
Auburn – and led the Gamecocks to scoring
drives on each of their first three possessions.
“Coach Spurrier told us to give fate a chance,
so we did,” Garcia said. “We hung in there, and
we responded to every point that they scored.
Every time they scored, I think the offense
scored right back. I think what won the game
was responding.”

After Alabama (5-1, 2-1 SEC) capped the
first drive of the game with a field goal, the
Gamecocks (4-1, 2-1) drove 63 yards on seven
plays before Garcia found freshman tailback
Marcus Lattimore drifting toward the goal
line.
And after sophomore center T.J. Johnson
gave him a critical block in the middle of the
open field, Lattimore raced into the end zone
to give South Carolina the early 7-3 lead – one
the Gamecocks wouldn’t relinquish.
“I’m still dreaming it right now,” Lattimore
said. “I don’t think that it has really sunk in yet.
But it is a big win for us. We had to work hard.
All we had to do was complete our assignments.
Fate definitely kicked in.”
A fter USC’s defense forced a punt on
the Tide’s next possession, Garcia found
sophomore Alshon Jeffery in the right corner
USC ● 8

Kratch: USC shows adversity, overcomes disaster
Gamecocks stifle
Alabama comeback
The majorit y of the 82,993
st a nd i ng i n W i l l ia m s -Br ice
Stadium, most of them speechless,
could feel it coming. The many
more individuals sitting at home
throughout the Midlands and
across the nation, fighting every
primal urge to throw the remote
control at the television set, also
felt it coming.
But it never came. After 118
years of waiting for the other
shoe to drop and for crushing
disappoint ment to be not far
beh ind, t he ot her shoe once
again dropped on South Carolina
football on Saturday afternoon.
This time, though, USC saw the
shoe and raised it a boot – on its
opponent’s throat.
These aren’t your granddaddy’s
Gamecocks. Or your daddy’s
Gamecocks. Hell, these aren’t
even your Gamecocks. These are
different Gamecocks — special
Gamecocks. The big picture is
USC shocked No. 1 Alabama in
emphatic fashion. The bigger
picture is it did so while surviving
mistakes that have traditionally
been fatal errors.
“ We had to t a ke t hat step
forward,” tailback Brian Maddox
said. “Hopef ully, t hat means
bigger things for the rest of this
season and hopefully the future of
this program.”
W h at m a ke s one big step
forward even more impressive
is, for a few tenuous moments,
it appea red Ca rol i na was

backpedaling into its less-thanillustrious history.
Holding a 21-9 lead and the ball
on its own 19-yard line to open the
second half, Stephen Garcia lined
up in the shotgun
looking to lead his
tea m dow n f ield.
Instead, he ended up
running backward.
The snap from
center T.J. Johnson
was high and hard,
James
a nd it got past
Kratch
Garcia. He picked
Third-year
the football up and,
English student
not knowing where
he was or who was bearing down
on him, chucked it off the goalpost
for a forced safety.
Stea m wa s com i ng out of
Steve Spurrier’s ears. Garcia’s
statistically perfect fi rst half was
forgotten. The Crimson Tide took
the safety kick to midfield. The
scoreboard read 21-11 Gamecocks,
but if there has ever been a team
with a 10-point lead and fans who
felt like they were down by four
scores, it was USC, for the collapse
appeared nigh.
But it wasn’t. The defense held
Alabama to a field goal and got
Garcia the ball back. Leading the
drive of his life, he took his team
82 yards on 15 plays in a shade
under eight minutes, reclaiming
USC’s two-score lead and a sense
of stability.
But this is Carolina, so that
sense of stability lasted less than
t wo m inutes, when a busted
defensive coverage led to a 51-yard
touchdown catch by Darius Hanks
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South Carolina wide receiver Alshon Jeffery celebrates with running
back Marcus Lattimore after his first-quarter touchdown Saturday.
and a one-score game once more.
And if that heightened the sense
of nervousness, the Gamecock
Nation probably needed a padded
room moments later when Garcia’s
pass to Alshon Jeffery on the next
drive fell out of his hands and
into Alabama defensive back Will
Lowery’s inside USC territory.
Surely, this was the death knell.
The Chicken Curse had finally
picked itself up and dusted itself off
after being bludgeoned in the head

by Whit Merrifield’s aluminum
bat in Omaha, Neb., back in the
summer and made its way back
cross-countr y, just in time to
thwart the Gamecocks as they
stood on the threshold of history.
Nope. The defense pitched
one more inspired series and
got A labama to fourth-and-11
on the USC 25-yard line. Tide
coach Nick Saban gambled on a
fake field goal. It failed. USC’s
KRATCH ● 8

A Day of Firsts:
Saturday’s 35-21 victory over
Alabama proved to be a day
of first-time achievements
for South Carolina. Besides
knocking off the No. 1 team
in the nation for the first
time in program history, the
Gamecocks earned their first
SEC win in a game broadcast
i n t he 3:30 p.m. slot on
CBS and also achieved their
first victory while playing
pr i m a r y host to E SPN ’s
College “GameDay.”
“I t hink t his is one
of t he g re at e s t d ay s f or
t he Un iver sit y of S out h
Carolina and for our
football prog ram,” coach
Steve Spu r r ier sa id on
“G a meDay ’s” p o st-g a me
show. “To have a victory like
this in front of a full house,
to have “GameDay” here,
all the good stuff was really
happening for us today.”
Milestone for Spurrier:
W it h t he v ic tor y over
Alabama, Spurrier earned his
107th career victory against
SEC opponents, moving him
up to No. 2 all-time behind
legenda r y Cr i mson Tide
coach Paul “Bear” Bryant.
Spu r r ier joked t h at i n
honor of the record, he gave
himself a game ball af ter
Saturday’s win.
“We didn’t talk all week
ab out t he SE C r e c ord ,”
Spurrier said. “But it was
neat to beat Alabama to be
the second winningest SEC
coach.”
First Loss for McElroy:
Alabama’s defeat on Saturday
marked t he f irst t ime
quarterback Greg McElroy
had lost a game as a starter
since the eighth grade.
“I think everybody is very
disappointed,” McElroy said.
“You have to look at the glass
half-full in this situation. It’s
early in the season. We can
still accomplish everything
we want to accomplish.”
Defense Earns
Redemption: A year after
allowing Alabama running
back Mark Ingram to rush for
246 yards and a touchdown,
Sout h Carolina’s defense
shut dow n t he defending
Heisman Trophy winner all
day. Rushing for 41 yards and
no touchdowns, Ingram was
held to his least-productive
game so far this season.
“ We h a d t h e s a m e
a p p r o a c h c o m i n g i n ,”
a s s o c i at e he ad c o ac h of
defense Ellis Johnson said.
“We kept them off the board,
but we didn’t do what we said
we were going to do. We
came into this game, and we
did manage the run. I think
we basically stopped the run,
which I did not expect to do.”
Homecoming for Former
Players: In the midst of its
historic v ictor y, Carolina
welcomed back some of its
former players who were in
attendance for Sat urday’s
g a me. T he most not able
returnee was All-American
linebacker Eric Norwood ,
who is t he program’s allt ime sack leader and was
drafted in the fourth round
of t he N F L d raf t by t he
Carolina Panthers . Former
quar terback s A nt hony
Wright and Syvelle Newton
NOTEBOOK ● 9
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USC SHINES IN NATIONAL SPOTLIGHT
The Horseshoe was beautiful. Signs were clever. Thousands showed up. Gamecocks rolled the Tide. Best weekend ever?
Josh Dawsey
NEWS EDITOR

Photos by Scott Fowler / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Fans of all kinds took over the Horseshoe Saturday morning to cheer on the Gamecocks
on ESPN’s “GameDay,” making signs and showing off their Carolina pride.

FALL BREAK
MUNCH ATTACK?
The Grand Market Place
will be open for your
dining pleasure during
Fall Break!
Note: The Russell House will be
closed on Saturday and won’t
open until noon on Sunday so
during this time please use the
south entrance doors (closest to
the ATM machines–across from
Student Health Services) for
access to the Grand Market Place.
GMP Hours:
Wednesday, Oct 13 - 7:00am—8:00pm
Thursday-Saturday, Oct 14-16 9:00am—8:00pm
Sunday, Oct 17 — 9:00am—9:00pm
For a complete list of dining locations and times open during
Fall Break, check out our website http://sc.edu/dining

What a weekend.
Could it have been any
better?
ESPN showcased USC’s
historic Horseshoe for hours
of live footage, providing
a beautiful — but rowdy
— backdrop to the famed
football TV show “College
GameDay.”
The grassy k nolls and
the grandeur of the majestic
buildings couldn’t have hurt
USC’s image.
Students showed up en
masse w it h clever sig ns
and provided an electric
atmosphere hours before
t he game. They were
interspersed with hundreds
of fans and alumni, who
showed their Gamecock
pride two miles away from
the stadium. For them, it
wasn’t the most convenient.
But they still came.
USC of f ic ia l s st aged
a remarkable event in less
than a week.
There was a sign-making
part y on Greene St reet
Friday, complete with music
a nd fa nfare. There was
food on the Horseshoe for
students, and administrators
willingly gave their time to
ensure a perfect campout
and show staging. And the
facilities department toiled
all week to turn a historic
area into a practical setup
for a modern show.
The ESPN crew staged
a top-notch performance
without disrupting classes
and the University’s flow.
And, in case you somehow
missed it, Carolina knocked
off the nation’s top team,
catapulted into the top 10
and is now atop the SEC
East.
Maybe fate really is in
place this year. Maybe we
won’t wait until next year.
And maybe that all started
on the Horseshoe.

Share your
“GameDay”
pictures and
videos with
The Daily
Gamecock
E-mail photos and videos to
gamecockeditor@sc.edu
to be featured on
www.dailygamecock.com

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu
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White House advisor
to discuss faith at USC
Eboo Patel
to hold lecture,
book signing
Sara Hartley

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Brian Almond / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The historic Whaley House sits on the corner of Pickens and Gervais streets. The Board of Trustees approved the move
for the Children’s Law Center Friday. In order to complete the move, leaders must first raise $900,000 for renovations.

Move to Whaley House approved
Renovations, fundraising
next steps in transition
of Children’s Law Center
Josh Dawsey
NEWS EDITOR

U S C ’s B o a r d o f Tr u s t e e s
approved the Whaley House project
Friday, putting the Children’s Law
Center one step closer to a new
home on Gervais Street.
The vote was unanimous.
According to the proposal, USC
will spend $300,000 in taxpayer
f u nds a nd $153,0 0 0 i n pr ivate
funds for exterior renovations on
the Gervais Street Mansion. The
mansion, about 13,000 square feet
and listed on the National Register

of Historic Places, has long been in
disrepair. Children’s Law Center
Director Harry Davis and other
USC fundraisers will need to raise
about $900,000 more to complete
interior renovations on the Whaley
House within five years. If this
can’t be accomplished, USC will
lose rights on the property to the
Historic Columbia Foundation.
Dav is sa id t he center wou ld
prov ide much-needed room to
t h e at t o r n e y s w h o t r a i n a n d
prov ide resources to t housands
in the legal field involved in child
maltreatment cases and juvenile
just ice court proceedings. The
center is a primary source for many
prosecutors, federal agencies and
criminal justice employees for in-

ser vice training and continuing
education, and is part of USC’s
Law School.
Dav is sa id he pla n s to work
through private foundations, the
USC Development Of f ice a nd
individual donors to find the money.
The building would be a substantial
investment for the University. It
would also save public funds that
would otherwise go toward office
space rental. Currently, the center
has no classrooms of its own for
training, Davis said.
It is required to “beg, borrow or
rent somewhere to have training.”

based orga n izat ion
he fou nded to br i ng
toget her yout h f rom
d i f ferent f a it h s . H i s
work is in part inspired
by high school memories
of a Jewish friend who
suf fered a nt i-Sem it ic
harassment, leading to
fear and abandonment.
I n a release, Patel
d e s c r i b e s i nt e r f a it h
cooperat ion as t he
a n s wer to lead i ng i n
a world wit h clashing
civ il izat ions , a nd h is
talk will focus on this
idea.
The event is open to
USC students, facult y
and staff with Carolina
Cards. Along with the
address, Patel will also
m e e t w it h s t u d e nt s ,
faculty and staff who are
interested in interfaith
work . T he se sm a l ler
meetings will take place
Tuesday in the Russell
House at 12:15 p.m. for
st udent s a nd at 3:30
p. m . for f ac u lt y a nd
staff. Those interested
ca n RSV P by call i ng
St udent A f fa irs at
777-6688.

Eboo Patel, a member
of President Obama’s
Advisor y Council
of t he W h it e Hou s e
Of f ice of Fait h-based
a nd Neighborhood
Par t nersh ips , w ill be
visiting the University
of Sout h Carolina on
Tuesday to speak about
interfaith leadership.
The talk, titled “Acts
o f Fa i t h : I n t e r f a i t h
Leadership at a Time
o f G l o b a l R e l i g io u s
Cr isis,” w ill beg i n at
8 p.m. in t he Russell
Hou se Ba l l room a nd
w ill be followed by a
book signing. Patel is
the author of the awardw i n n i n g b o ok “A c t s
of Faith: The Story of
an A merican Muslim,
t he St r uggle for t he
Soul of a Generation,”
a nd cont r ibutes to
The Washington Post,
National Public Radio
and CNN.
Patel is the executive
director of I nterfait h Comments on this story?
Youth Core, a Chicago- E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu

Sailing Class PEDU 150
Sailing for Credit
Spring I, Spring II, Fall I, Fall II
Stable 22 ft. sailboats that will not capsize
Sign up on VIP - PEDU 150

Contact Adams26@mailbox.sc.edu
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Four Loko is safe product, mixing
alcohol, caffeine is not new idea
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Students impressed
nation on Saturday
Start believing, USC — we certainly have. On
Saturday the Gamecocks sent that message to all
the doubters, including ourselves, by defeating a
No.1-ranked team for the first time in history. When
the “unstoppable” Crimson Tide crashed against our
garnet shore, we proved the victors. Major newspapers
across the country echoed our triumph. It’s time to
take the Gamecocks seriously.
But the goddess of victory wasn’t just present on the
gridiron. For once, the
“For once, the student section lived up
its ESPN No. 5 ranking
cheering on their team
student section by
and celebrating without
i ng bell igerent.
lived up to its ESPN becom
Let’s hope our respectable
i n g w i l l b e c ome
No. 5 ranking.” sphow
r e c e d e nt f o r f u t u r e
generations of Gamecocks. Of course, it’s easy to rise
above your past when you’re on top of the world.
Yet even before the legions of the Garnet Army
poured into Williams-Brice, the stage was set for a
football Saturday USC will never forget. Throngs
of students showed up for “GameDay” to support
the University, and no one embarrassed us. Thank
you to ESPN and those administrators who decided
to put “GameDay” on the Horseshoe — thanks to
you, USC looked like the most beautiful campus on
Earth on national television. No, that’s not hyperbole.
Now that we’ve conquered Alabama, there’s no more
exaggeration.
Good job, team; let’s keep it up. That includes you,
too, students. You may not be throwing passes like
Garcia, making runs like Lattimore or leaping over
opponents’ heads like Maddox, but you make us look
damn good. Let’s always look like we did that Saturday,
because on that glorious Saturday, we fi nally looked
like number one.

Thank you for your invitation to provide
our viewpoint about our Four Loko product.
We work very hard to ensure our products
are consumed safely and responsibly by
adults over the age of 21 with valid IDs. Our
can labels and products clearly convey our
message: If you are 21 or older and choose
to drink, please drink responsibly. If you are
under 21, respect the law and do not drink.
Combining caffeine and alcohol is not
new or novel. People have safely enjoyed
mixing alcohol and caffeine products for
years at home, in restaurants and in bars.
Having coffee after a meal with wine or
consuming rum and cola, an Irish coffee
or a Red Bull and vodka are all popular
practices. There are literally hundreds of
other caffeinated alcoholic beverages being
sold and consumed in the U.S., such as
distilled spirits with caffeine. No one seems
to seriously question whether those practices
are safe or should be outlawed.
O n l y t he p r e - m i xe d , m a lt- b a s e d
caffeinated alcoholic beverages, such as our
products, appear to be targeted by some as
unsafe, even though our products contain
less alcohol and less caffeine than most
spirit-based caffeinated alcoholic beverages
(In fact, a can of Four Loko contains less
caffeine than a typical 12-ounce cup of
coffee.)
Responsible alcohol consumption requires
cooperation from ever yone. We work
with federal, state and local governments,
law enforcement, retailers, community
leaders, parents and consumers to ensure
our products are used properly and only
by adults of legal drinking age. But we
can’t do it alone. Everyone should work
together to ensure that our products, and
all alcoholic beverages, are consumed safely
and responsibly.
Chris Hunter
Phusion Projects LLC
www.drinkfour.com

E d it o r i a l d i s r e g a r d e d f a c t s
in criticism of Sustainability Fund
I’m writing to express my disappointment
with the op-ed that ran in Thursday’s
Daily Gamecock about t he proposed
Environmental Sustainability Fund. While

I appreciate that an opinion piece has a
limited word count, it was obvious to me
it had not been well-researched. If it had
been presented as the opinion of one of your
staff members, I would still be frustrated,
but I would understand. However, given
that it was presented as the opinion of the
entire staff of The Daily Gamecock, I am
just angry. The journalistic integrity of
The Daily Gamecock is at stake, and the
newspaper should not be taking such a
biased stance for every member of its staff.
I fully expect another article to be printed
that establishes what the green fee would
fund and how it would work, as this opinion
piece only served to create uncertainty
about the function of the fee.
In order to set the record straight, here is
how the fund would work:
Each student would pay $5 a semester into
the Environmental Sustainability Fund. The
fund would be governed by 13 students (11
undergraduate and two graduate) and four
staff members and advisors (non-voting).
Out of the $5, $2 would go directly back to
students as funding for research projects and
paid internships. The remaining $3 would
be allocated by the committee into the
following categories:
-Research, education and small projects
-Renewable energy
-Sustainability
-Paid internships
Proposals will be evaluated according
to specific criteria. Projects that meet a
Campus Sustainability Goal (as set forth
during the annual Earth Summit) will
receive higher priority, and all projects
would be required to provide assessments
at the one- and five-year marks detailing
money, energy and emission savings.
This is not the sketchy, money-stealing
fund that The Daily Gamecock’s opinion
piece makes it out to be. It is an organized
and well-thought-out program that will
help to meet the needs of the University of
South Carolina which are not being met by
the funding that we receive from the state of
South Carolina.
Thank you for your attention to this
matter.
Tegan Plock
Fourth-year international studies and French
student

Security harmed students in defense of field
University could have easily afforded
SEC fine for rushing playing surface
With the seconds ticking away at WilliamsBrice Stadium, the ecstatic Carolina faithful
started what was sure to be a celebration for
the record books. Students flocked down from
their seats and gathered around the front row
in anticipation of celebrating their team’s 35-21
triumph over top-ranked Alabama, arguably the
biggest victory in Gamecock history. But what I
witnessed in the following minutes was nothing
short of an atrocity. When the clock finally
struck zero and the victory was official, students
attempted to take the field to join their team’s
celebrations, but were thwarted by a combination
of event staff, South Carolina state troopers and
Columbia police officers.
The officials will claim they were enforcing the
Southeastern Conference’s rule, which prohibits
fans from storming the field at any athletic event,
presumably to ensure the safety of players and
fans alike. What took place instead was a gross
abuse of authority. From my front row vantage
point I witnessed a number of shocking events.
The first student I saw successfully make it onto

the field was seen just seconds later with blood
pouring from his nose and mouth being escorted
away by an officer. Another young man jumped
the fence right in front me, and when an event
staff member tried to simply push him back off
the field, a police officer grabbed at him, trying to
pull him back onto the field. Many
of the officers armed themselves
with Tasers and pointed them
toward the crowd, and I can’t even
begin to mention the amount of
students I watched get punched
at and thrown violently to the
Samuel
ground.
Marx
What actually made me sick to
Third-year
my stomach was the manner in
advertising
the security team celebrated their
student
acts as if they had pulled off a more
amazing feat than the football
game itself. They taunted students and flexed
their muscles, which only made the situation
more hostile. When some students decided to
voice their opinions — some more diplomatically
than others — an officer threatened to kick the
students out if they kept “running their mouths.”
This direct attack on the student body’s First
Amendment right to free speech took the air out

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length and
clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must conform
to the legal standards of USC Student
Media.

UNCUT VIEWPOINTS COLUMNS ONLINE
Go to www.dailygamecock.com to read columns in their raw,
long-winded glory. Also, check out our online exclusives, including
unprinted columns and online debates.

US can’t trust
Taliban allies
There has always
been a vast divide over
whether military efforts
of reconstruction and
cou nterinsu rgenc y
can curb t he Taliban
and eventually succeed
in capturing its leader,
Mu llah Moham med
Omar, and Osama bin
Laden, leader of a lQaida. However, with
the emerging details of
Pakistan’s involvement in
militant training to fight
against the U.S., there
has never
been a
better time
to pull
out of the
war while
think ing
of a better
Apoorva
policy.
Srivastava
T h e
Fourth-year
interdisciplinary
cou nt r y ’s
studies student
cou nterinsurgency
plan under Gen. Stanley
McChrystal’s direction
was supposed to work
with great ease to get
rid of these militants by
getting in the field among
the people, knowing the
enemies’ weaknesses and
dest roy i ng t hem. To
deal with the widespread
Taliban militants, the
U.S. bought some of
those same militants to
work for them instead
a nd s ou ght m i l it a r y
help from Pakistan in
exchange for monetary
aid — a few errors that
are revealing t heir
horrible consequences.
First , it was fou nd
that these U.S.-courted
militants, who at times
guarded U.S. military
camps and food reserves,
still held their loyalties
to the Taliban and were
responsible for t he
destruction of many of
t he camps t hey were
g u a rd i ng. Second ,
Pak istani intelligence
agents have been found
guilt y of training and
a id i ng t he m i l it a nt
groups, and the U.S. can
no longer rely on their
help. Moreover, Pervez
Musharraf, Pak istan’s
former president,
claimed that the country
trained several militants
to fight against India.
The Taliban have grown
far stronger in Pakistan,
where its leaders have a
loose coordination with
several militant groups.
The U.S. and other
countries will continue to
lose their soldiers in that
land of deception. While
the war could have been
hopef ul had Pak istan
actually helped the U.S.,
an urgent reconsideration
of the war is needed to
prevent futile losses of
people’s lives.

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate discussion
in the Unive r sit y of South Ca rolina
community. All published authors are
expected to provide logical arguments to
back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourage s
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

of a once-vibrant student section and blemished a
memory that Carolina fans will hold with them
for the rest of their lives.
This standoff between hired officials and
exited students was one that could have been
easily avoided. The University could have chosen
to follow suit with the University of Kentucky,
which allowed field invasions three times in
2007 and accepted the collective fine of $80,000.
If Carolina had allowed for the celebrations to
take place, the school would have been hit with
another fine after this year’s $25,000 penalty
for the on-court celebration of the basketball
team’s defeat of Kentucky. If you consider the
fact that it costs one out-of-state, non-scholarship
student roughly $160,000 to attend Carolina for
four years, I’m pretty sure the school could have
handled the minor setback.
This rule is ruining what could be some of the
greatest memories of a student’s time at South
Carolina, and more importantly, failing to serve
its purpose of ensuring safety for all. When
police officers are beating up students who have
earned the right to share a moment in the sun
with their beloved Gamecocks, something is
clearly wrong, and a change in the by-laws is the
only reasonable solution.
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“Let’s give fate a chance to happen.”
— Steve Spurrier
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Big Boi, formerly of OutKast, has been promoting his solo
album, “Sir Lucious Left Foot: The Son of Chico Dusty.”

Big Boi, Iyaz play high-energy show
in Carolina Coliseum on Friday
Colin Campbell

ASSISTANT MIX EDITOR

While many of the South Carolina faithful were busy
setting up their tents on the Horseshoe for the following
day’s “GameDay” coverage Friday night, a few hundred
others were a 10-minute walk away, flooding the Carolina
Coliseum. Carolina Productions hosted two of hip-hop’s
biggest acts — Big Boi, formerly of the Atlanta-based duo
OutKast, and young Virgin Islands singer Iyaz, whose
singles “Replay” and “Solo” blew up the Top 40 scene this
summer.
The show began shortly after 8 p.m. when Iyaz walked
on the stage, hyping up the crowd for a few moments
before going into his set. The young artist’s voice and
stage presence were phenomenal — for such a short guy,
he displayed no shortage of energy or willingness to go out
of his way to engage the crowd. Jumping around, talking
to the fans and playing songs off his “Replay” album like
“So Big,” as well as covering DJ Khaled’s popular “All I Do
Is Win,” he had the audience more than just waiting for
“Replay;” he put on a legitimately great show to open for
Big Boi.
Big Boi, in turn, played more than just songs from his
new album. Fan-favorite OutKast songs like “I Like the
Way You Move,” “Ghetto Musick,” “B.O.B.” and “Ms.
Jackson” had the crowd screaming in excitement and
singing along to every word. Daddy Fat Sax brought out
a few new tunes as well, with “Shutterbug” and “For Your
Sorrows” especially rousing the crowd.
Despite some sound system difficulties, including a
microphone malfunction, both artists sounded every

bit as good live as on their respective albums. This was
impressive, as Iyaz’s studio-recorded singing tends to
sound overproduced and auto-tuned at times, and Big Boi
employs the carefully enunciated 1,000-words-per-minute
rapping style, both of which could easily be lost in the
translation to a live setting.
Iyaz, for his part, not only hit each and every note, but
actually harmonized with his backing track at times. And
Big Boi sped through his rapping like he does on the album,
but for his credit could be clearly heard and understood.
The Daily Gamecock caught up with each of them after
the show.
“Oh, man, the USC crowd was definitely hyped,” Big Boi
said. “It’s always high-energy when we come down here. I
know they got the big game with Alabama, so it’s like a big
pep rally. We wanted to get y’all juiced up for tomorrow.”
Iyaz echoed his sentiments.
“They was going hard like the game was today. I thought
the game was live in there. I didn’t know what to expect
because I don’t think I’ve done any colleges; I think this
was probably my first college,” Iyaz said. “I went out there
and tore it up. They loved it; they was screaming. I was
going hard. USC, baby!”
Iyaz said that on his upcoming album, listeners should
look for new collaborations with Akon, Wyclef Jean and
New Boyz and that his dream collaboration would be with
Green Day.
“I’m a huge Green Day fan, so hopefully we might get
that pulled off,” Iyaz said. “On my iPod right now, I got
that new single with me and Miley Cyrus, ‘This Boy, That
Girl.’ I have that stuck on replay for a minute.”
Big Boi acknowledged the differences between recording
and performing solo as opposed to with André 3000 in
OutKast.
“I guess the biggest difference in making an album solo
is the writing load,” Big Boi said. “Instead of splitting the
writing with ’Dré, I’m writing all the songs myself. It’s
challenging, but it’s definitely fun ... The funk is still the
same. You get a little older, a little wiser. But everything’s
pretty much the same. It’s like a funk experiment
every time I go in to make a record. And it’s a lot of
fun, for sure.”
In response to a question as to whether he had ever
performed with Iyaz before and what he thought of
the young artist’s music, Big Boi simply stated,
“Never heard of him. I haven’t.” He said he had
never even heard “Replay.”
Big Boi also told us about his Atlanta-based pit
bull breeding company.
“It’s really a family-run thing,” he said. “My little
brothers ... take care of it. We got a 55-acre ranch in
southwest Atlanta — about 50 dogs out there. And we’ve
been doing it like 15 years, so you know, it’s the family
business.”
Unlike the majority of the ESPN “GameDay” staff,
both predicted Saturday’s contest correctly, calling a South
Carolina upset over Alabama.
“You all defi nitely going to win tomorrow,” Iyaz said
with a smile. “Kick Alabama’s behind! It’s going down
tomorrow.”
Big Boi agreed.
“I’m going to have to go with USC ... I’m right here
at USC; they showed me mad love. So I’m pulling for
Spurrier and them, man. Y’all got a great coach, that
quarterback is raw, so we going to see what happens.
USC, Godd---it! Y’all know what time it is! You know
what it is!”
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecockopinions@sc.edu

‘Let Me In’ disturbingly beautiful
‘Let Me In’
NOW IN THEATERS
★ ★ ★ ★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩

Director: Matt Reeves
Starring: Kodi Smit-McPhee,
Chloe Moretz, Richard Jenkins
Run Time: 115 minutes
Rating: R for strong bloody
horror violence, language and a
brief sexual situation

Vampire romance poses complex,
artistic take on childhood,
reimagines modern Swedish classic
Neal Hughes

STAFF WRITER

A f ter a depressing summer at t he
movies and even a lackluster September,
this October has started out surprisingly
strong. Despite all preconceived notions
that “Let Me In” would be a mess, it
affirms that major Hollywood releases
are now on a “hot streak.” Director Matt
Reeves of “Cloverfield” has proven that
he can create a film without relying on a
gimmick (the “first person camera” in his
2008 cult sci-fi film) and has made a film
that is disturbing and beautiful.
“Let Me In” is centered around two
characters, Owen (Kodi Smit-McPhee of

“The Road”) and Abby (Chloe Moretz,
last seen as the foul-mouthed Hit Girl in
“Kick Ass”). Both the characters live in
extreme emotional isolation and have only
limited interaction with humans, mostly
only talking to their respective guardians.
Owen’s mother and father are going
through a divorce, which means Owen’s
mom’s time on screen is spent with her
drinking or passed out. This perverted
sense of freedom granted via alcohol
gives Owen plenty of free time, which
he spends sitting outside in the snow on
a play-set. It’s here that he meets his new
neighbor Abby, who explains right off the
bat that she cannot be his friend. This is
not because Abby finds Owen off-putting,
but because she has a dark secret which
complicates every part of their friendship.
“Let Me In” is a retelling of the 2008
Swedish masterpiece “Let the Right One
In.” While lacking the mystical beauty of
the former, “Let Me In” does a decent and
surprising job of holding its own against
the modern classic. Bolstered by Moretz’s
performance, “Let Me In” relies less on
its visuals and more on the characters’
development, creating an interesting
contrast between the two films.
“ L e t Me I n” we a v e s a t a le of
problematic morality and creates mature
and traumatic situations through which
Owen eerily comes of age. The film’s
gritty nature is its most identifiable visual
aspect, but to associate it only with dirt
and grit would be doing the film a severe
injustice. Reeves sets up picturesque
shots, and within them creates situations
of v ulnerable humanit y t hat reverse

the film’s floating narrative into brutal
scenes of unabashed violence in mere
nanoseconds.
To call “Let Me In” a horror movie
would be the worst mislabeling, especially
since people billed something like “The
Bounty Hunter” a comedy. The film may
contain vampires and enough blood for a
blood drive, but it really depicts a story
about two people in dire need of emotional
contact, and who circumstantially find
each other. It is much more a love story
than anything else. The film poses the
confounding question, “how can beauty

coexist with such depravity?”
For those who are getting into the early
Halloween spirit, steer clear of “Let Me
In.” The film avoids cheap scares in place
of artistic vision. Rarely does a movie like
this come along — one that effortlessly
melds graphic violence with romance.
Horror directors need to take notice and
realize that although the money may be in
B-movie antics, this is where the quality
lies.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecockopinions@sc.edu

Courtesy of The Associated Press

Chloe Moretz (right) stars as Abby, a girl next door with a devastating, violent secret, who
forms an unlikely friendship with Owen (Kodi Smit-McPhee, left) in “Let Me In.”
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The Scene

PICTURE OF THE DAY

USC

CALENDAR
WHAT: National Coming
Out Day
WHEN: 10 a.m.
WHERE: Greene Street
WHAT: Cocky’s Caravan
student forum
WHEN: 2 p.m.
WHERE: Russell House
Theater
WHAT: ICE Presents: A
Night of Garbas and Raas
WHEN: 7 p.m.
WHERE: RH Ballroom

Kristyn Sanito / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Students show their Gamecock spirit by painting signs on Greene Street Friday
afternoon in preparation of ESPN’s “College GameDay” on the Horseshoe.

WHAT: Students for Life
weekly meeting
WHEN: 7 p.m.
WHERE: RH 304

Bunny and Ravy ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

WHAT: Mountaineering
and Whitewater Club
meeting
WHEN: 7 p.m.
WHERE: PSC 210

“I’M STILL HERE”

5:30 and 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

TODAY

TOMORROW

MARC ELLIOTT
8 p.m., Free
Russell House Theater

“BORN AGAIN”
6 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre,
937 Main St.

ACOUSTIC OPEN MIC NIGHT
W/ BRIGHTFORD
8 p.m. doors, Free over 21
/ $3 under 21
New Brookland Tavern,
122 State St.

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=
A R IES

Combine
romance with work today
by including your partner
in social events involving
clients and co-workers. Use
creativity to make it really
fun.

TAURUS Your many
talents take you in different
directions now. Follow the
traditional wisdom as far as
it will take you. Then, be
willing to branch out.
G E M I N I Wo r k
closely with children and
elders to produce better
results. You share talents
you may not know about.
Listen and learn from each
other.
CANCER A friend
or associate brings a gift to
a social event at your place,
sparking the interests and
talents of all guests. Let
others play first.
LEO

Work and play

interweave in an unusual
way today. Time away from
a problem often allows a
solution to emerge. Other
imaginations provide the
missing key.

V IRGO Shop for
supplies early in the day,
so everyone has what they
need to get their work done.
Capture imagination with
the right tools.
LIBR A Even if you
have to work today, make
t i me for recreat iona l
activities. You don’t need
to push that stone uphill all
day. Hand it off to someone.
SCOR PIO A llow
your thinking to wander
now. Blurred focus is just
what you need as you apply
artistic talents. Use a light
touch and a broad stroke.
SAGITTA RIUS

When issues impinge on
you r core values, pay

attention. You don’t want
to g ive up somet h ing
important to your
philosophy. Others suggest
solutions.

C A PR ICOR N

The more you work within
your sphere of comfort,
the more you accomplish.
A s soc iate s see broader
possibi l it ies for f ut u re
consideration.

AQUA RIUS

Yo u n e e d t o c l a r i f y a
philosophical point if the
group is to move forward.
You may call in an expert to
clarify specific details and
concerns.

PISCES No one knew
what you’d say today, not
even you rself. T he big
surprise is that everyone
agrees and wonders why
t he y d id n’t t h i n k of it
themselves.

10/11/10

Miranda Lambert Is Coming!

scStateFair.org

Solution from 10/8/10

Crossword

BRENDAN JAMES W/ JESSE
ISLEY
6 p.m. doors, $8 in
advance / $10 day of
The W hite Mule,
1530 Main St.

WHAT: AAAS Freshman
Council
WHEN: 7 p.m.
WHERE: RH 315
WHAT: Frank Holleman at
College Democrats
WHEN: 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: RH 203
WHAT: Anthropology
Student Association
meeting
WHEN: 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: Sloan 112
WHAT: Amnesty
International meeting
WHEN: 8 p.m.
WHERE: RH 315

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

10/11/10

Brought to you by:

Columbia Charlotte Shuttle

The Charlotte Airport Just Got Closer
Heyents!
d
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
Stu
www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123

Across
1 Salty drop
5 Game for little sluggers
10 Gathering clouds, to
some
14 “In that range”
15 Elephant gone amok
16 Nevada gambling
haven
17 “Have a nice day”
emoticon
19 Ear-to-ear expression
20 Not as risky
21 Archaic “For shame!”
22 Avant-__
23 Perry with a
phenomenal success rate
25 Like Tim Cratchit
26 Kelly, to Regis
29 Feature of a bad air
day
31 Needing a diaper
change
34 Dump truck ﬁller
35 Pull, as a water-skier
36 Home with hexagonal
cells
37 Andersen character with
“new clothes”
39 Lifelong residents
41 Washer or dryer: Abbr.
42 Frat party buy
44 Hamster or gerbil
45 Commandment word
46 Promo recording
47 Like a top hat and tails
48 Sibilant boo
50 Like Satchmo’s voice
52 Leading edge of a
weather system
54 Tupperware topper
55 “Gone With the Wind”
family name
59 Gomez Addams
portrayer __ Julia
60 Blackbeard’s ﬂag
62 Fairy tale villain
63 Kukla’s puppet pal
64 Period before Easter
65 Wind increase
66 Spills the beans
67 Swirling current
Down
1 Pregame coin ﬂip
2 Witty Bombeck
3 “__ I care!”
4 One to look up to
5 Take a stab at
6 Huge, at the box ofﬁce
7 Opposed to
8 Time co-founder Henry

9 Spike or Ang Solution for 10/8/10
10 Broadway
Phantom’s
instrument
11
Shakespeare’s
women of
Windsor
12 Geraint’s
lady
13 Poor dog’s
portion, in
rhyme
18 Solver’s
“undo”
implement
22 Date for a
jazz cat
56 Matured, as cheese
24 The 4 in
57 Rip apart
“par 4”
58 Superﬁcially cultured
25 Facing
60 To-do list item
26 Golf shoe gripper
61 “I’d be delighted!”
27 Get-up-and-go
28 Bar discount times
30 “__ Dieu!”
32 Levels off
33 Easily irritated
36 Secret place
38 Dream letters
40 Extreme sluggishness
43 Greatest of the great
apes
46 “Spring ahead” abbr.
49 Shoreline nook
51 Wing it on stage
52 Croaking critter
53 Pasta sauce brand
54 Act like a couch potato
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888

•

f 803-777-6482

•

www.dailygamecock.com

Additional Info

Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu

Announcements

For Sale
Lg comp desk w/file drawer $150 32”
HD TV remote $250 cushioned sofa
chair $200.kingphoto@bellsouth.net

Help Wanted
CROMER’S WANTS YOU!
We need a few great people to work
midday & Saturday hours in our retail
store. Pick up an application or call
Lauren @ 779-2290. 1700 Huger St.
Columbia, SC.
Certified Lifeguards needed at the
Jeep Family YMCA in Lake Carolina
for 5AM Please contact Shelley @
shellyhenderson@columbiaymca.org

STATE FAIR HELP
Immediatae PT positions for
Oct 13th-24th Ice Cream@ Trudy’s
12-5pm or 5-11pm. Free admission.
$7.50/hr. Call 917-446-3388.
Immediate opening for Online
Marketing Intern to work 20hrs/wk.
Position reports to Online Marketing
Manager and pays $10/hr. Please
send resume to Brenda Baker at
brendab@naca.org or 217-3465.
BARTENDING $250/day No exp
nec available 800-965-6520 x253
Bartenders needed FT/PTno exp. req
will train now! 877-405-1078 ext 4001
Texting While Driving Can Kill!!
Be a part of the solution and not the
problem. Make big money Pt as a
student. For details: 1-877-856-6362
www.mycellphonetexting.com

Help Wanted
Instructors
Apartments
1 to 5BR APTS. 1 BLK FROM USC
803-318-0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com

Housing-Rent
Rosewood Area - Condo for Rent
2BR 1BA - LR DR CH&A kit lg closets
appl ceiling fans second balcony
resp. tenant only. $595 Call 319-2047
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
3BR
1BA
Forest
Acres
$900+deposit Hdwd flrs fenced bkyd
update kitchen! 2408 Putnam St.
730-1816

Experienced Personal Trainers
needed. Located 5 minutes from
campus. PT available. Contact
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for info.

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication
•

Additional options
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm

Help Wanted
Tutors
TUTORS NEEDED: GPA of 3.2 will
earn you $10-$12 (or more) per hr!
Highest demand for Math, Reading &
Science Tutor Connection 957-6060.

Services
NEED A WEBSITE? Get one that you
will love and so will your users.
468-1877 or milbandstra@gmail.com

PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy Test.
Call Birthright 765-0165

Opportunities
Looking for 3 college students that
need to make $$ Now! No exp
needed. Will train to make
$10,000/min 8 wks.
www.TopTeamPowerline.com

Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury
cruise with food. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of thirteen
resorts. Appalachia Travel.
www.BahamaSun.com
800-867-5018
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Major credit cards accepted
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Studs and Duds
Garcia, defense lead way to USC victory
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Chelsea Director / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Stephen Garcia: And to think two weeks ago, there was
a question about who USC’s quarterback would be against
Alabama. Garcia answered all his critics by playing the
game of his life on the biggest stage he’s ever been on, going
20 for 201 yards and three touchdowns.
17-of-20

USC defense: After being shredded by Auburn, the
defense appeared to be a growing weakness for Carolina.
No one is thinking that now. The defense was stellar,
blanketing the Alabama receivers all day long, dropping
Crimson Tide quarterback Greg McElroy for seven sacks
and containing the running duo of Heisman Trophy winner
Mark Ingram and Trent Richardson to only 64 yards.

Marcus Lattimore: Nobody had rushed for 100 yards
against Alabama in eons coming into the game. That’s still
the case, but Lattimore came pretty darn close with 93 yards
and two touchdowns, putting in a sparkling performance
against the taut Crimson Tide rush defense.

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Lee Corso and Desmond Howard : Alabama for the win?

Jeremy Shelley: With a missed extra point and field goal,
Shelley had Alabama fans longing for the days of Leigh
Tiffin.

Alabama game plan: The Tide came out passing, but
couldn’t get anyone open. It tried to establish the run but
found nowhere to run due to the inability to throw. An
ill-fated fake field goal killed all momentum.
KRATCH ● Continued from 10
ball. Another disaster averted. A few
plays later, another Marcus Lattimore
touchdown. Ball game.
“We come out in the second half, and
the first play of the game we snap the
ball and give them a safety. So we kick
off and give them the ball at midfield,
and we held them to a field goal. Then
we turn around and bust a coverage
later in the game and give them an easy
50-something touchdown,” assistant head
coach for defense Ellis Johnson said.
“Both of those things throw cold water
on everything. But our offense comes
right out after that and takes the ball
down there and put 7 on them.
“What we’ve finally learned to do
around here, hopefully ... is don’t worry

Not so fast, my friends.

about those things. Move to the next
play, move to the next series and let’s
move on with it.”
For the first time in, well, forever,
Carolina moved on. When things went
downhill, it charged back uphill. When
the crucial moment came, it rose to the
occasion.
“One thing I’ve always said is you’ve
got to make critical stops at critical times.
You’ve also got to be able to move the ball
at critical times,” Johnson said. “The way
we responded after the safety and the
way our offense responded after that easy
touchdown pass, both of those against
a team like Alabama, our team could’ve
folded and slipped off the edge. And we
didn’t do it.”
They didn’t, because at long last,
Carolina’s all grown-up.

ENTER TO WIN
TICKETS!

2

Students, faculty and staff are welcome to enter.
One entry per person.

TAKE OUR SURVEY AT DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Ohio State (34)
Oregon (15)
Boise State (8)
TCU (1)
Nebraska
Oklahoma (2)
Auburn
Alabama
LSU
South Carolina
(Numbers in parentheses
represent first-place votes)

USC ● Continued from 10
of the end zone for a 26-yard
touchdown grab.
“I don’t care about all the
hype nobody’s got. You’ve
just gotta believe,” Jeffery
said. “Earlier in the week, in
my interview with ESPN, I
said we were going to beat
them. So I felt pretty good.”
But Je f f e r y w a s n’t
f inished. A fter A labama
quarterback Greg McElroy
fumbled on a sack by junior
Antonio Allen near midfield,
Jeffery capped USC’s next
possession with a 15-yard
touchdown grab in front of
the student section, pushing
the Gamecocks’ lead to 21-3.
“That is a guy that you
have to keep t h row i ng
at,” Spurrier said. “When
you get a guy that can fall
forward for three or four
yards, you just have to keep
getting him the ball, so
certainly that was in our
plans.”
Despite that, A labama
was intent on not going
down without a fight.
A touchdown before the
half coupled with a safety
on USC’s first possession of

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

South Carolina 4-1, 2-1
Florida 4-2, 2-2
Vanderbilt 2-3, 1-1
Georgia 2-4, 1-3
Kentucky 3-3, 0-3
Tennessee 2-4, 0-3

the third quarter pulled the
Tide within a touchdown.
T h a t ’s w h e n U S C
responded w it h what
could have been its most
important drive in decades.
The Gamecocks drove 82
yards on 15 plays, chewing
up nearly eight minutes
i n t he pro c e s s , b ef ore
Lattimore punched it in
from a yard out.
It was a drive in which
Garcia converted on third
down three t imes while
senior reserve tailback Brian
Maddox chipped in 30 yards
on the ground.
“That is t he best our
offense has ever played since
I’ve been here without a
doubt,” Spurrier said. “We
scored f ive touchdow ns
out of about eight rea l
possessions. Stephen Garcia
played the best he’s ever
played.”
But the Tide once again
trimmed it to a touchdown
game on a long reception
by Darius Hanks. And after
G arcia’s pass to Jef fer y
on USC’s next drive was
intercepted, Alabama had a
chance to tie the game late
OCTOBER IS NATIONAL
CAR CARE MONTH

LSU 6-0, 4-0
Auburn 6-0, 3-0
Alabama 5-1, 2-1
Arkansas 4-1, 1-1
Ole Miss 3-2, 1-1
Miss. State 4-2, 1-2

in the fourth quarter.
But on fourth-and-11 at
the USC 25, coach Nick
Saban opted to go for the
fake field goal, where A.J.
McCa r ron’s pass to Ed
Stinson was dropped as the
tight end attempted to turn
up the sideline.
“I think the biggest play
was the fake field goal that
they tried to run,” Garcia
said. “I t h i n k t hey had
the momentum after the
reception, and then they
missed that opportunity to
take advantage of it. I think
that was the turning point
in the game.”
Another late touchdown
by Lattimore iced it from
there, sending the 82,000 in
attendance into a frenzy as
USC grabbed its biggest win
in school history.
“I think it was just meant
to be,” Spurrier said. “Fate
was on our side for us to beat
the No. 1 in all three major
sports in 2010.”
“This win couldn’t have
come at a bet ter t ime,”
Garcia added. “We had a
great game plan, and we
executed it the best we’ve
executed any game plan this
year. Actually, since I’ve
been here, I can’t recall the
way the offense played like
this.”
Maybe fate had something
to do with it.

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@
sc.edu
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Missed opportunities prove costly for Crimson Tide
Fake field goal, ground attack
highlight Alabama loss
Ryan Velasquez
STAFF WRITER

Through the eyes of the nation, No. 1
Alabama could do no wrong. It had won 19
consecutive games, 29 consecutive regular
season games, had just crushed Florida —
widely considered to be its greatest threat
in the SEC — and was a heavy favorite to
repeat as national champions. Then it met
South Carolina.
Before a crowd of 82,993 raucous fans, the
Crimson Tide found itself on the losing side
for the first time in nearly two years, falling
35-21 to No. 19 Carolina.
“You’ve got to give a lot of credit to South
Carolina. They played a great game today,”
Alabama coach Nick Saban said. “They
were physical, aggressive, had a good plan in
terms of what they did. We didn’t bring our
A-game necessarily and dug a big hole for
ourselves in the first half. I was proud of our
players and the way they fought back. That
shows a lot of character. But what about the
beginning?”
The beginning proved to play a major
part in Alabama’s demise. After taking a 3-0
lead on the game’s opening drive, the Tide
quickly found itself in quite a predicament,
allowing Carolina to score 21 unanswered
points in its first three possessions . It
marked the third straight SEC road game in
which Alabama fell behind early, but was the
first in which it failed to pull out a victory.
“I think this team needs to mature
and play with more confidence because
early in two games, we were very sporadic
defensively in terms of our abilit y to
execute,” Saban said. “I think that has
something to do with poise and confidence,
and it’s something we need to continue to
improve on so that we can play better on the
road. To our players’ credit, they’ve come
back in games, but you’ve got to be able to
punch them in the first round. You can’t
counter-punch them and think that you’re
always going to be able to make it right, and

it caught up to us today.”
Probably the most surprising aspect of
Saturday’s loss was the Tide’s inability to
run the football. In their fi rst five games,
Alabama’s running backs averaged 229.8
yards on the ground. On Saturday, they
totaled only 64, with 2009 Heisman Trophy
winner Mark Ingram rushing for 41 yards
compared to 246 in last year’s meeting.
A lso surprising was A labama’s pass
protection. Entering the game having
given up 10 sacks on the season, the Tide’s
offensive line allowed Carolina to sack
quarterback Greg McElroy seven times for
-40 yards, with a notable one coming in the
fourth quarter.
Facing third-and-4 at the USC 18-yard
line with the score 28-21, McElroy was
sacked for a 7-yard loss by cornerback
Stephon Gilmore. Believing the resulting
spot to be outside of kicker Jeremy Shelley’s
range, Saban called for a fake field goal that
fell incomplete, allowing Carolina to take
over and eventually extend the lead to 14.
“We just had too many negative yards in
terms of the pressure,” Saban said. “When
a quarterback is pressured in the pocket,
it’s usually not his fault. It’s hard to play
quarterback when the guys around you
don’t play well, and we probably didn’t play
well enough to protect him well enough to
give him an opportunity to get some of the
things done that we wanted to get done.”
Stopping the Gamecocks on third down
took its toll on the Tide as well, particularly
on a drive in the third quarter. Carolina
managed to convert three third downs from
8 yards or more, one of which was assisted
by an Alabama offsides penalty that made it
third-and-5. The drive resulted in a 1-yard
touchdown run for running back Marcus
Lattimore and put the Gamecocks ahead
28-14 as the quarter neared its end.
“We’d gotten ourselves back in the game,”
Saban said. “We needed to get a stop and
created three long-yardage third down
situations. We jumped offsides on thirdand-10 to give them third-and-5, and they
converted. That, to me, was the turning
point. It was a big turning point in the

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC cornerback Stephon Gilmore sacks Alabama quarterback Greg McElroy Saturday.
hole that we’d dug for ourselves, but after
we got back to that, that drive with those
opportunities that we weren’t able to get off
the field on third down was really big.”
With many players on its roster having
never lost a collegiate game, Alabama will
look to turn Saturday’s defeat into a learning
experience from here on out. Behind its
veteran leaders, Saban is confident his team
will improve from the situation.
“This will be a great lesson for all of
us to do a better job in what we need to
do to help our players be more successful
and the commitment that they make to
help themselves be successful,” Saban said.
“Everybody had a choice today. It’s not
really about what you did or what you can
do. It’s about the choice you made about
what to do right now. We had that choice
before the game, and we have that choice
now as a team in terms of how we move
forward.”
Chelsea Director / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Linebacker Rodney Paulk takes down
Alabama quarterback Greg McElroy.

DEFENSE OVERCOMES STRUGGLES AGAINST AUBURN
Unit’s troubles with Tigers
absent in latest win
Ryan Velasquez
STAFF WRITER

At this time two weeks ago, much of the
talk in the college football world was about
what South Carolina’s defense couldn’t do.
Auburn had just rushed for 334 yards, and
quarterback Cam Newton had run for three
touchdowns to complete a 35-27 victory
over the Gamecocks. That talk ended on
Saturday.
Faced with the challenge of slowing
down what many considered to be the best
running back tandem in the nation, No. 19
Carolina more than rose to the occasion,
stifling Mark Ingram and Trent Richardson
en route to a 35-21 victory over No. 1

Alabama.
Coming into the weekend averaging 229.8
yards per game, the Crimson Tide never got
the ground game going, fi nishing the day
with just 36 net rushing yards. Ingram,
who torched Carolina for 246 yards and
a touchdown last year, finished with just
41 yards on the ground, and Richardson
managed just 23 on six carries.
“We had the same approach coming
in,” associate head coach for defense Ellis
Johnson said. “We felt like last year if we
could manage the run, we could handle the
rest of it. We did not do that. We let about
three runs pop out, had a short-yardage
run busted 50 yards. We kept them off the
board, but we didn’t do what we said we
were going to do. We came into this game,
and we did manage the run. I think we
basically stopped the run, which I did not
expect to do.”

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Ladi Ajiboye and DeVonte Holloman celebrate in the fourth quarter against Alabama.
NOTEBOOK ● Continued
from 10
were also in attendance.
C ont i nue d Suc c e s s
at Home/i n Gar net:
Saturday’s win against the
Tide prov ided a st rong
e x a mple of C a rol i n a’s
success at W i l l ia msBrice Stadium. In their
last 13 home games, the
G a meco c k s h ave gone
12-1, with t wo of those
victories coming against
top-five opponents and the
lone loss coming against
then-No. 1 Florida last
s e a s o n . C a r ol i n a a l s o
remains undefeated when
sporting the garnet-on-

garnet look.
“We have been prett y
good playing in these all
garnet jerseys playing at
home,” Spurrier said.
Injury Report:
Ru n n i ng bac k M a rc u s
Lat t i more suf fered a

m i nor ha nd i nju r y but
managed to return to the
game.

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@
sc.edu

To add to its stellar performance stopping
the run, Carolina’s pass rush proved to be
at its best as well. Going up against what
is widely considered to be among the best
offensive lines in the nation, the Gamecocks
wreaked havoc in the Alabama backfield all
day, sacking quarterback Greg McElroy
seven times for -40 yards . Cornerback
Stephon Gilmore and defensive tackle
Melvin Ingram led the way with two sacks a
piece, while linebacker Rodney Paulk added
one of his own.
“They had a good plan and did a pretty
good job of trying to take away big plays,
which they did,” Alabama coach Nick Saban
said. “They jammed the box on the runs and
did a good job of that. We didn’t finish the
blocks and got sacked too many times. We
got beat when we got sacked. It wasn’t that
we didn’t know what they were doing.”
A notable accomplishment on Saturday
was Carolina’s abilit y to avoid being
intimidated by the No. 1 team and come

up with stops when it needed them, with
one in particular coming in the second
quarter. Trailing 21-3, Alabama put together
a 14-play, nine-minute drive and found
itself with third-and-4 at the USC 9-yard
line. McElroy dropped back to pass and
was sacked by Paulk for a loss of 4. One play
later, kicker Jeremy Shelley missed a 31-yard
field goal wide right, resulting in no points
for the Tide.
“We beat the No. 1 team in the polls
today, but we don’t know if they’re No. 1.
The season isn’t over yet,” Johnson said.
“When you come into games and you put
somebody up on a pedestal like that and you
think you’ve got to play out of your skin to
beat them, you start doing things; you make
mistakes and stuff. Reality is who is No. 1 at
the end of the year.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@sc.edu

